
Part III

Chap. 10 - A Knowledge of God

Note: All emphasis, whether underlining and/or bolding was added by the author.

As the title of this chapter indicates, we will discover how to find a knowledge about God. He gives
us evidence of Himself if we would but take the time to get to know Him.

The listening ear can hear and understand the communications of God through the
things of nature. The green fields, the lofty trees, the buds and flowers, the passing
cloud, the falling rain, the babbling brook, the glories of the heavens, speak to our
hearts, and invite us to become acquainted with Him who made them all.  {SC 85.1} 

. . .  the incidents and surroundings of daily life, were all linked with the words of
truth, that His lessons might thus be often recalled to mind, even amid the busy cares
of man's life of toil.  {SC 85.2}

God would have His children appreciate His works and delight in the simple, quiet
beauty with which He has adorned our earthly home. He is a lover of the beautiful,
and above all that is outwardly attractive He loves beauty of character; He would
have us cultivate purity and simplicity, the quiet graces of the flowers.  {SC 85.3}

 If we will but listen, God's created works will teach us precious lessons of obedience
and trust. [86] From the stars that in their trackless courses through space follow
from age to age their appointed path, down to the minutest atom, the things of nature
obey the Creator's will. And God cares for everything and sustains everything that He
has created. He who upholds the unnumbered worlds throughout immensity, at the
same time cares for the wants of the little brown sparrow that sings its humble song
without fear. {SC 85.4}

All these teach us to develop the “beauty of character” and “lessons of obedience and trust”. Yet, if
we are not astute we can assimilate into our thinking the same thoughts which eventually controlled
the outcome of pantheism as brought into our denomination by John Harvey Kellogg. God created
the world and everything therein, as well as the heavenly bodies. The ancients worshiped the created
instead of the Creator. While God made everything, he is not in or part of everything. There is a
thinking that goes something like this, “God’s essence are in all his creation”. No! They are not a
literal part of Him. They are apart, separate from him. They are His creation, not fragments of God.

Let your mind go back to the creation of this world, how perfect it was before sin entered. This
perfect beauty will be restored. What a wonderful God we serve that has the ability to reverse the sin
problem. An interesting side here to think about, if we believed as did Kellogg, is that if God is in
everything, then this sin sick world would be a part of His being. Those who fail to think through
the results of their beliefs come to a point that makes no reasonable sense. Yet, we have a world of
beauty that marvels us.



The poet and the naturalist have many things to say about nature, but it is the
Christian who enjoys the beauty of the earth with the highest appreciation, because
he recognizes his Father's handiwork and perceives His love in flower and shrub and
tree. No one can fully appreciate the significance of hill and vale, river and sea, who
does not look upon them as an expression of God's love to man.  {SC 87.1}

How else does God speak to us other than nature? Notice that this communication is even more
clearer in revealing Himself to us.

God speaks to us in His word. Here we have in clearer lines the revelation of His
character, of His dealings with men, and the great work of redemption. Here is open
before us the history of patriarchs and prophets and other holy men of old. They were
men "subject to like passions as we are." James 5:17. We see how they struggled
through discouragements like our own, how they fell under temptation as we have
done, and yet took heart again and conquered through the grace of God; and, by
beholding, we are [88] encouraged in our striving after righteousness. As we read of
the precious experiences granted them, of the light and love and blessing it was theirs
to enjoy, and of the work they wrought through the grace given them, the spirit that
inspired them kindles a flame of holy emulation in our hearts and a desire to be like
them in character--like them to walk with God.  {SC 87.3}

I pray you didn’t miss a very important point here. “ Here is open before us the history of patriarchs
and prophets and other holy men of old.” I have said it before and say it again here; if we ignore
history we will repeat its missteps. The importance of studying Biblical history as well as our own
denomination’s history will provide a safeguard against both present and future apostasies. IF we
would but study the Biblical/SOP history of Israel we may be shocked at the similarities between
them and us.

Jesus said of the Old Testament Scriptures,--and how much more is it true of the
New,--"They are they which testify of Me," John 5:39. . . . If you would become
acquainted with the Saviour, study the Holy Scriptures.  {SC 88.1}

May this next excerpt not pass without solemn consideration. How many times do we depend on our
scholars to interpret what we believe? It never ceases to amaze me that the very simplest of Bible
passages are so misunderstood. After scholars get through muddying the water even they find
confusion. Take, for instance, a simple text such as 1 Tim 3:1-7.1

The Bible was not written for the scholar alone; on the contrary, it was designed for
the common people. The great truths necessary for salvation are made as clear as
noonday; and none will mistake and lose their way except those who follow their
own judgment instead of the plainly revealed will of God.  {SC 89.2}

1 How can a woman be “The husband of one wife” for instance?
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The following excerpts are equally as significant. Yet, there are those who would condemn others
for espousing the very instructions given by God through Sister White to us. It is more than tragic
that  in many of our Churches the most astute Bible students are being systematically removed from
their Churches while those left are studying the methods of the apostate Churches.

We should not take the testimony of any man as to what the Scriptures teach, but
should study the words of God for ourselves. If we allow others to do our thinking,
we shall have crippled energies and [90] contracted abilities. The noble powers of the
mind may be so dwarfed by lack of exercise on themes worthy of their concentration
as to lose their ability to grasp the deep meaning of the word of God. The mind will
enlarge if it is employed in tracing out the relation of the subjects of the Bible,
comparing scripture with scripture and spiritual things with spiritual.  {SC 89.3}

 But there is but little benefit derived from a hasty reading of the Scriptures. One may
read the whole Bible through and yet fail to see its beauty or comprehend its deep and
hidden meaning. One passage studied until its significance is clear to the mind and
its relation to the plan of salvation is evident, is of more value than the perusal of
many chapters with no definite purpose in view and no positive instruction gained.
Keep your Bible with you. {SC 90.2}

We cannot obtain wisdom without earnest attention and prayerful study. Some
portions of Scripture are indeed too plain to be misunderstood, but there are others
whose meaning does not lie on the surface to be seen at a glance. Scripture must be 
[91] compared with scripture. There must be careful research and prayerful
reflection. {SC 90.3}

Herein lies the secret to Bible study. May we at this time add the most important ingredient to Bible
study. “Never should the Bible be studied without prayer. Before opening its pages we should ask
for the enlightenment of the Holy Spirit, and it will be given. . . .  Angels from the world of light will
be with those who in humility of heart seek for divine guidance.”  {SC 91.1}

Before we finish this chapter there is one final thought that begs us for attention. In recent years
many people have relegated the Holy Spirit to being just an essence of God, some intangible part of
His personality. May we be very precise here; the Holy Spirit is an individual just as is Jesus and the
Father.

The Holy Spirit exalts and glorifies the Saviour. It is His office to present Christ, the
purity of His righteousness, and the great salvation that we have through Him. Jesus
says, "He shall receive of Mine, and shall show it unto you." John 16:14. The Spirit
of truth is the only effectual teacher of divine truth. How must God esteem the human
race, since He gave His Son to die for them and appoints His Spirit to be man's
teacher and continual guide!  {SC 91.2}
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If there is any question in your mind about the Holy Spirit2 not being a separate person of the Trio,
I encourage you to do a Biblical word search. You will find He is indeed as much God as is Jesus
and the Father.

Chap. 11 - The Privilege of Prayer

Prayer is the opening of the heart to God as to a friend. Not that it is necessary in
order to make known to God what we are, but in order to enable us to receive Him.
Prayer does not bring God down to us, but brings us up to Him.  {SC 93.2}

And the assurance He gave them [His disciples] that their petitions should be heard,
is assurance also to us.  {SC 93.3}

Jesus Himself, while He dwelt among men, was often in prayer. Our Saviour
identified Himself with our needs and weakness, in that He became a suppliant, a
petitioner, seeking from His Father fresh supplies of strength, that He might come
forth braced for duty and trial. He is our example3 in all things. He is a brother in our
infirmities, "in all points tempted like as we are;" but as the sinless one His [94]
nature recoiled from evil; He endured struggles and torture of soul in a world of sin.
His humanity made prayer a necessity and a privilege. He found comfort and joy in
communion with His Father. And if the Saviour of men, the Son of God, felt the need
of prayer, how much more should feeble, sinful mortals feel the necessity of fervent,
constant prayer.  {SC 93.4}

Paragraphs such as the above give some folks problems. Look at the footnote of the meaning of the
word example then reread the remainder of the statement. If Jesus is our “example” then He must
be like we are. When sin is gone out from us then we too have a “nature recoil from evil”. This does
not mean Jesus possessed something we cannot obtain via the Holy Spirit’s influence. Because He
was sinless, it did give Him an advantage in that He did not have the cultivated habits instilled we
do. Think of it this way; we have a besetting sin nagging at us, clamoring for our fall. The devil
works on us to keep us entrapped. We finally allow our will to be fully given over to the Holy
Spirit’s influence and the sin becomes distasteful to us. A victory has been won! Praise God! Then
our nature also recoils from this sin that once captivated us. Do we have a dual nature? No. Then
how can some say Jesus had two natures, a pre-fall and a post-fall nature? Often times we must
permit the whole of a statement and other corresponding ones speak to us before we draw a faulty
conclusion.

2 Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of
the Son, and of the Holy Ghost:  Matt 28:19

3 Example: one that serves as a pattern to be imitated or not to be imitated; one (as an
item or incident) that is representative of all of a group or type; a parallel or closely similar case
especially when serving as a precedent or model. [Merriam-Webster]
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What a wonder it is that we pray so little! God is ready and willing to hear the sincere
prayer of the humblest of His children, and yet there is much manifest reluctance on
our part to make known our wants to God. What can the angels of heaven think of
poor helpless human beings, who are subject to temptation, when God's heart of
infinite love yearns toward them, ready to give them more than they can ask or think,
and yet they pray so little and have so little faith? The angels love to bow before God;
they love to be near Him. They regard communion with God as their highest joy; and
yet the children of earth, who need so much the help that God only can give, seem
satisfied to walk without the light of His Spirit, the companionship of His presence. 
{SC 94.1}

Note what this clue is for, the strength we lack. Prayer must become ever more a part of our day.
This is the secret of Jesus’ life and His example for us to follow.

The following is what happens when we separate ourselves from God. How badly do we want
victory over sin? The way has been provided. Why do we continue to assure ourselves we cannot
overcome sin when the way has been provided? Jesus both exampled and tells us how. We have the
Sanctuary model to follow. Jesus went into the Most Holy apartment in 1844 to remove sins as the
earthly Day of Atonement shows us. 

The darkness of the evil one encloses those who neglect to pray. The whispered
temptations of the enemy entice them to sin; and it is all because they do not make
use of the privileges that God has given them in the divine appointment of prayer.
Why should the sons and daughters of God be reluctant to pray, when prayer is the
key in the hand of faith to unlock heaven's storehouse, where are treasured [95] the
boundless resources of Omnipotence? Without unceasing prayer and diligent
watching we are in danger of growing careless and of deviating from the right path.
The adversary seeks continually to obstruct the way to the mercy seat, that we may
not by earnest supplication and faith obtain grace and power to resist temptation. 
{SC 94.2}

Perhaps the answer to the above questions lies just below. Notice we must “feel our need” before
the heart is open to receive the blessing. Next we cannot “regard iniquity”, “cling to any known sin”.
“Eternal life, the gift of God through Jesus Christ, is a precious reality, and sin becomes exceeding
sinful and abhorrent.”{ST, March 23, 1888 par. 2} “All known wrongs are righted”; we must believe
God is who He says He is; believe our prayers to follow Him will be answered.

There are certain conditions upon which we may expect that God will hear and
answer our prayers. One of the first of these is that we feel our need of help from
Him. He has promised, "I will pour water upon him that is thirsty, and floods upon
the dry ground." Isaiah 44:3. Those who hunger and thirst after righteousness, who
long after God, may be sure that they will be filled. The heart must be open to the
Spirit's influence, or God's blessing cannot be received.  {SC 95.1}
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If we regard iniquity in our hearts, if we cling to any known sin, the Lord will not
hear us; but the prayer of the penitent, contrite soul is always accepted. When all
known wrongs are righted, we may believe that God will answer our petitions. Our
own merit will never commend us to the favor of God; it is the worthiness of Jesus
that will save us, His blood that will cleanse us; yet we have a work to do in
complying with the conditions of acceptance. [96] {SC 95.3}

Another element of prevailing prayer is faith. "He that cometh to God must believe
that He is, and that He is a rewarder of them that diligently seek Him." Hebrews 11:6.
Jesus said to His disciples, "What things soever ye desire, when ye pray, believe that
ye receive them, and ye shall have them." Mark 11:24. Do we take Him at His word? 
{SC 96.1}

Yet, we are not to expect God to answer selfish prayers for they may not be in our best interest. Trust
Him to answer in His own time and in the way He sees fit. See {SC 96.2}. Further, HOW can we
pray for forgiveness when we are holding a grudge or hard feelings against a brother or sister? See
{SC 97.1}. “We are to persevere in prayer . . . if we would grow in faith and experience”.
Remember; “Unceasing prayer is the unbroken union of the soul with God, so that life from God
flows into our life; and from our life, purity and holiness flow back to God.”  {SC 97.2}

Silent private prayers are “like precious incense before the throne of grace”. Why are these prayers
so important? “Satan cannot overcome him whose heart is thus stayed upon God.” {SC 98.3} We
need to take such promises seriously. You see, we can live in the world but do not have to be a part
of it. Sin is optional, not necessary!

Although there may be a tainted, corrupted atmosphere around us, we need not
breathe its miasma4, but may live in the pure air of heaven. We may close every door
to impure imaginings and unholy thoughts by lifting the soul into the presence of God
through sincere prayer. Those whose hearts are open to receive the support and
blessing of God will walk in a holier atmosphere than that of earth and will have
constant communion with heaven.  {SC 99.2}

. . . to pray in the name of Jesus is something more than a mere mention of that name
at the beginning [101] and the ending of a prayer. It is to pray in the mind and spirit
of Jesus, while we believe His promises, rely upon His grace, and work His works.
{SC 100.2}

As Seventh-day Adventists Christians, we need to draw close to each other in His truths. We cannot
allow ourselves to be drawn to the world’s view of Christianity. Please take note of the next two

4 miasma: 1: a vaporous exhalation formerly believed to cause disease;  also: a heavy
vaporous emanation or atmosphere [a miasma of tobacco smoke]
2: an influence or atmosphere that tends to deplete or corrupt [Merrriam-Webster]
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paragraphs. Particularly note “truths of redemption” and “raise our eyes to the open door of the
sanctuary above”. Too many times our mainline SDA Churches are more interested in the latest
evangelical method of soul winning than the truths once given to us by our pioneers. History, that
would keep us from falling into past traps, are ignored. In fact many do not wish to even look at
history thinking we need to look forward, not backward. Only a misguided person refuses to see
where the Lord has lead us in the past. See {CCh 359.4}

If Christians would associate together, speaking to each other of the love of God and
of the precious [102] truths of redemption, their own hearts would be refreshed and
they would refresh one another. {SC 101.3}

We dwell too near the lowlands of earth. Let us raise our eyes to the open door of
the sanctuary above, where the light of the glory of God shines in the face of Christ,
who "is able also to save them to the uttermost that come unto God by Him."
Hebrews 7:25.  {SC 102.1}

 Let us not be always thinking of our wants and never of the benefits we receive. We
do not pray any too much, but we are too sparing of giving thanks. We are the
constant recipients of God's mercies, and yet how little gratitude we express, how
little we praise Him for what He has done for us.  {SC 102.2}

We should keep in our thoughts every blessing we receive from God, and when we
realize His great love we should be willing to trust everything to the hand that was
nailed to the cross for us.  {SC 103.3}

Let us with reverent joy come before our Creator, with "thanksgiving, and the voice
of melody." Isaiah 51:3.  {SC 104.1}

Prayer is not only a comfort when we are needful, but must become a necessity in all we are to
become as we ready ourselves for Jesus’ coming. I don’t want to sound like a broken record, but we
cannot continue to present, to our people, the gospel as given by the evangelicals. We have borrowed
their programs, sermons and mannerisms to the point we have largely lost our first love as Seventh-
day Adventists. It is never alright to defend practices we have allowed to come into our churches via
other denominations then give sermons against those who would present the truths once given by
our pioneers. To tell our brothers and sisters “We won’t study with you.” is simply wrong! If my
understanding of this chapter is correct, then God is not hearing the prayer of many Seventh-day
Adventists. This is a very serious matter.

Chap. 12 - What to Do with Doubt

Our current chapter asks two very pertinent questions: “How shall I know the right way? If the Bible
is indeed the word of God, how can I be freed from these doubts and perplexities?”  {SC 105.1} This
is in light of a young or new believer (not necessarily the actual age of the person).
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We will want to carefully examine the following paragraph. I will highlight the important items
within it. After it is read, we will make comments of import.

God never asks us to believe, without giving sufficient evidence upon which to base
our faith. His existence, His character, the truthfulness of His word, are all
established by testimony that appeals to our reason; and this testimony is
abundant. Yet God has never removed the possibility of doubt. Our faith must
rest upon evidence, not demonstration. Those who wish to doubt will have
opportunity; while those who really desire to know the truth will find plenty of
evidence on which to rest their faith.  {SC 105.2}

First ponder these questions before we answer them. [1] If we do not expose ourselves to evidence,
then how can we know truth? [2] How is truth established? [3] Can doubt be encouraged? [4] What
rests upon evidence? [5] How is doubt given opportunity to succeed? [6] Truth relies on what two
things?

[1] Not exposing ourselves to evidence may seem to allow us to remain in our comfort zone simply
because we don’t have to take the chance that perhaps we could be mistaken. However, in spiritual
things, this could be deadly. [2] Truth can only be established as we examine the evidence of
testimony. [3] Doubt can indeed be encouraged simply by ignoring truth. [4] Faith and evidence go
together. As we see the evidence, we gain more faith. [5] The first step in giving doubt opportunity
to succeed is to study less, and/or ignore inspiration. [6] We must be willing to search for truth and
be open to receive it.

It is impossible for finite minds fully to comprehend the character or the works
of the Infinite One.  {SC 105.3}

However:

We can understand as much of His purposes as it is for our good to know; and
beyond this we must still trust the hand that is omnipotent, the heart that is full of
love.  {SC 106.1}

The word of God, like the character of its divine Author, presents mysteries that can
never be fully comprehended by finite beings. . . . But we have no reason to doubt
God's word because we cannot understand the mysteries of His providence. . . .
Should we then be surprised to find that in the spiritual world also there are mysteries
that we cannot fathom? The difficulty lies solely in the weakness and narrowness of
the human mind. God has given us in the Scriptures sufficient evidence of their
divine character, and we are not to [107] doubt His word because we cannot
understand all the mysteries of His providence.  {SC 106.2}
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Doubt is like a plague. It can eat a person’s spiritual faith like leprosy. Yet there is a false faith that
because we cannot put God into a proverbial test tube, we don’t feel the need to examine that which
can be understood.

The "things hard to be understood, which they that are unlearned and unstable wrest . . . unto their
own destruction." 2 Peter 3:16 are often either misused and twisted to give a false meaning or used
as an excuse not to dig deeper to compare line upon line. [See Isa 28:10, 13.] No denomination or
person is exempt here. This is why we are encouraged to “reason together” [See Isa 1:18.] The
following paragraph is priceless.

The Bible unfolds truth with a simplicity and a perfect adaptation to the needs and
longings of the human heart, that has astonished and charmed the most highly
cultivated minds, while it enables the humblest and uncultured to discern the way of
salvation. And yet these simply stated truths lay hold upon subjects so elevated, so
far-reaching, so infinitely beyond the power of human comprehension, that we can
accept them only because God has declared them. Thus the plan of redemption is laid
open to us, so that every soul may see the steps he is to take in repentance toward
God and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ, in order to be saved in God's appointed
way; yet beneath these truths, so easily understood, lie mysteries that are the hiding
of His glory--mysteries that overpower the mind in its research, yet inspire the sincere
seeker for truth with reverence and faith. The more [108] he searches the Bible, the
deeper is his conviction that it is the word of the living God, and human reason bows
before the majesty of divine revelation.  {SC 107.2}

Again allow me to highlight some points within this next paragraph. Please note that any person, or
group of people are subject to fallibility. 

Because they cannot fathom all its mysteries, the skeptic and the infidel reject
God's word; and not all who profess to believe the Bible are free from danger on
this point. . . . But it is Satan's work to pervert the investigative powers of the
mind. A certain pride is mingled with the consideration of Bible truth, so that
men feel impatient and defeated if they cannot explain every portion of Scripture to
their satisfaction. It is too humiliating to them to acknowledge that they do not
understand the inspired words. They are unwilling to wait patiently until God shall
see fit to reveal the truth to them. They feel that their unaided human wisdom is
sufficient to enable them to comprehend the Scripture, and failing to do this,
they virtually deny its authority. It is true that many theories and doctrines
popularly supposed to be derived from the Bible have no foundation in its
teaching, and indeed are [109] contrary to the whole tenor of inspiration. These
things have been a cause of doubt and perplexity to many minds. They are not,
however, chargeable to God's word, but to man's perversion of it.  {SC 108.2} 
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How can we, as a people, become immunized from this problem? Stop rejecting God’s Word. Many,
while believing they are not rejecting God’s Word are, some through ignorance, others through their
own pride preventing them to admit they could be mistaken. Who stops the investigation of God’s
Word? Satan! If he doesn’t stop it he tries to pervert it. How do teachings, having no foundations in
the Bible, become popular? Let’s bring this point home to us. Our borrowing, from evangelical
sources (apostate Protestants and Catholics), have tainted us, perverted us. If we would but admit
there is a problem and search our history to see where these perversions came from, then we could
take an honest look at how to reestablish God’s truth among us.

We need to thank God that; 
If it were possible for created beings to attain to a full understanding of God and His
works, then, having reached this point, there would be for them no further discovery
of truth, no growth in knowledge, no further development of mind or heart. God
would no longer be supreme; and man, having reached the limit of knowledge and
attainment, would cease to advance. Let us thank God that it is not so. God is infinite;
. . . to all eternity men may be ever searching, ever learning, and yet never exhaust
the treasures of His wisdom, His goodness, and His power.  {SC 109.1}

God intends that even in this life the truths of His word shall be ever unfolding to His
people. There is only one way in which this knowledge can be obtained. We can
attain to an understanding of God's word only through the illumination of that Spirit
by which the word was given. {SC 109.2}

Disguise it as they may, the real cause of doubt and skepticism, in most cases, is
the love of sin. The teachings and restrictions of God's word are not welcome to
the proud, sin-loving heart, and those who are unwilling to obey its requirements
are ready to doubt its authority. In order to arrive at truth, we must have a sincere
desire to know the truth and a willingness of heart to obey it. And all who come in
this spirit to the study of the Bible will find abundant evidence that it is God's word,
and they may gain an understanding of its truths that will make them wise unto
salvation.  {SC 111.1}

It cannot be stressed enough the meaning of the following sentence. “ Instead of depending upon the
word of another, we are to taste for ourselves.” {SC 111.3} Many of our people bypass the source
(the Bible and SOP) and read from infidel authors obtaining their tainted food from another’s mind.
Unfortunately, not only are apostate Protestant books downright dangerous to study and read but
many that call themselves Seventh-day Adventists are authoring compromising material.

. . . “Do you ask why I believe in Jesus? Because He is to me a divine Saviour. Why
do I believe the Bible? Because I have found it to be the voice of God to my soul.”
We may have the witness in ourselves that the Bible is true, that Christ is the Son of
God. We know that we are not following cunningly devised fables.  {SC 112.1}
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Doubt in God’s Word should not enter our thoughts. Some start by doubting in the SOP, then a little
here and there they also start doubting Scripture. Before long, these doubting ones will think less
about Sabbath keeping and find themselves inserting themselves into activities of week day
processes. Our worship services become less reverent, we become careless with church behavior.
Our conversations and entertainments blend with that which would be acceptable on a week day but
we, in the process, leave God, little by little out of our Sabbath activities. We then doubt who we are
and become just another denomination among many. Let this not happen to us!

Look for the conclusion in Part IV next week.
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